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Abstract
Analogue to digital conversion and its reverse, digital to analogue conversion,
are ubiquitous in all modern electronics, from instrumentation and telecommu-
nication equipment to computers and entertainment. We shall explore the con-
sequences of converting signals between the analogue and digital domains and
give an overview of the internal architecture and operation of a number of con-
verter types. The importance of analogue input and clock signal integrity will
be explained and methods to prevent or mitigate the effects of interference will
be shown. Examples will be drawn from several manufacturer’s datasheets.

1 Introduction
Since the seventies of the last century, the supremacy of numerical processing over analogue signal treat-
ment has become ever more evident. More and more functions that traditionally were in the analogue
realm are being replaced by digital electronic hardware. Yet before any numerical signal treatment is
possible, the analogue nature of most electrical signals must first be converted into a numerical represen-
tation. That task falls to an analogue circuit that is not likely to disappear for some time to come: the
Analogue-to-Digital Converter, or for short, ADC.

The basic function of an ADC is to convert a voltage applied to its input into a number with a
limited range of possible values. On top of that, it will only do so at a finite rate. Thus, it replaces the
continuous input signal by a sequence of numbers, with discrete steps in both amplitude and time.

A huge variety of ADC converters exists, using many different architectures and covering a wide
range of resolution and speed.

1.1 Amplitude quantization
In order to make a signal suitable for treatment by numerical circuitry, it must first be represented in
a numerical format, or quantized. That is, a continuous range of values is replaced by a limited set of
values separated by discrete steps (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Quantization function

Usually the number of steps is chosen to be a power of
two, because that yields the most economical representation in
binary digital electronics. Naturally, the quality of the approx-
imation depends on the number of steps used to approximate
the original signal.

It is customary to specify the accuracy of an ADC by
comparing the power of an ideal full-scale sinusoidal input sig-
nal with its numerical representation, because it is relatively
straight-forward to produce a very clean sinewave signal.

Consider the example (Fig. 2), where a sinusoidal signal
is compared with its numerical representation expressed in 2n

equidistant discrete steps, such that the difference between the
sine and its quantized approximation is never greater than one
half of the size of a step. This difference is referred to as the
quantization error (ε).
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Fig. 2: Original signal, quantized signal and quantization error

The mean power in a sinusoidal input signal with unit
amplitude is simply:

Ps =
1

T

∫ T

0
sin2 ωtdt =

1

2
(1)

Quantized to 2n discrete levels, equivalent to n bits, one quantization step, q, has a size of:

q =
2

2n
= 2−(n−1) (2)

We have arranged things so that the quantization error has a maximum value of plus or minus half the
step size, so:

q = |ε| ≤
q

2
and therefore, |ε| ≤ 2−n (3)

For a large enough number of quantization steps, the probability density function of the quantiza-
tion error tends toward being flat [8]. Its value within the quantization error bounds is:

p(ε) ≈
1

q
(4)

So we can calculate its mean power or variance as the 2nd moment of its distribution:

Pε =

∫ q/2

−q/2
p(ε)ε2dε ≈

2−2n

3
(5)

Thus, an ideal ADC would have a signal-to-noise ratio:

SNR =
Ps

Pε
= 1.5 · 22n (6)

or, expressed in decibels, 1.76 + 6.02n dB 1. This is an expression that appears in many texts on A-to-D
converters, and it is the best an n-bit ADC can do. It serves to set a standard against which to compare
the performance of a real ADC. Usually, a real ADC performs quite a bit worse than that.

1Decibels: See Appendix A
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By measuring the actual signal to noise ratio of an ADC, and solving for n in Eq. (6), one can
determine the Effective Number Of Bits (ENOB) of an ADC. This number is also often specified in
ADC datasheets.

The quantization error is a distortion of the original signal. It is an irreversible loss of detail. Con-
trary to analogue circuitry, in which distortion usually decreases for lower signal levels, the quantization
error is comparatively worse for small signals. It is therefore important to scale the signal amplitude so
as to fill the ADC range as completely as possible without running into saturation.

1.2 Quantization in the time domain
An ADC delivers values that correspond to discrete instants in time. Provided the sampling rate is at
least twice the bandwidth of the signal and neglecting, for the moment, the effect of the finite resolution
of the amplitude quantization, the information contained in the sample stream is sufficient to restore the
original signal without loss of information. This was worked out in the first half of the 20st century by E.
Whittaker, V. Kotelnikov, R. Hartley, H. Nyquist and C. Shannon [2] [3] [4] [5] [6].

u(t)

w(t)

g(t) = u(t)·w(t)

Ts

Fig. 3: The sampling process

Conceptually, sampling is a modulation process (Fig. 3). The input waveform u(t) is multiplied
with the modulating or sampling waveform w(t). The modulating waveform is a sequence of equally
spaced Dirac δ impulses:

w(t) =
∞

∑

n=−∞

δ(t − nTs) (7)

where Ts is the sampling period. Its reciprocal 1/Ts is the sampling frequency Fs. The output of the
modulation process, g(t), consists of a sequence of impulses with varying ‘amplitude’, according to the
value of the input signal at each sampling instant. The value u(t) takes in between the sampling instants
does not affect the result. Only the values at the sampling instants matter.

g(t) =
∞

∑

n=−∞

u(t) · δ(t − nTs) =
∞

∑

n=−∞

u(nTs) · δ(t − nTs) (8)

Let us examine the properties of g(t) in the frequency domain. To do so, we’ll first derive the
frequency-domain representation W (f) of the modulating waveform w(t):

W (f) = F{w(t)} =

∫

∞

−∞

w(t)e−j2πftdt =

∫

∞

−∞

∞
∑

n=−∞

δ(t − nTs)e
−j2πftdt (9)

Integrating each term of the series separately, we obtain:
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W (f) =
∞
∑

n=−∞

e−j2πnfTs = 1 + 2
∞
∑

n=1

cos 2πnfTs =
∞

∑

n=−∞

δ(f − nFs) (10)

This shows three different perspectives of the same expression. The spectrum of the sampling waveform
turns out to be a repetition of spectral lines at multiples of the sampling frequency Fs.

In order to get the spectrum of the sampled signal G(f), we can apply convolution:

G(f) = U(f) ∗ W (f) (11)

=

∫

∞

−∞

U(φ)W (f − φ)dφ (12)

=

∫

∞

−∞

U(φ)

∞
∑

n=−∞

δ(f − nFs − φ)dφ (13)

=

∞
∑

n=−∞

∫

∞

−∞

U(φ) · δ(f − nFs − φ)dφ (14)

G(f) =
∞
∑

n=−∞

U(f − nFs) (15)

Equation (15) shows that the spectrum of the original signal is repeated at all harmonics of the
sampling waveform (Fig. 4). If the spectrum of the original signal U(f) extends beyond Fs/2, adjacent
sidebands would overlap and it would no longer be possible to tell to which image a given frequency in
the spectrum belongs. Adjacent images get mixed up inseparably. This limit is known as the Nyquist
criterion [4][6]. We shall subsequently refer to Fs/2 as the Nyquist frequency FN .

W( f )

U( f )

G( f )

0 f

Fs

Fig. 4: Spectrum of a sampled signal

Note that Nyquist’s criterion sets a limit on the bandwidth of a signal to be sampled; It says nothing
of its frequency. Indeed, it is quite possible to sample a band-limited signal at a rate much slower than
its actual frequency, while still keeping the spectral images separate. Consider for example a signal as
depicted by u(t) in Fig. 5. This signal has frequencies greater than the sampling rate. Its spectrum
might look like U(f) in Fig. 6. Let’s describe it as frequency shifted by m · Fs, with integer m. To
get the spectrum of the sampled signal, we again apply convolution with the spectrum of the sampling
waveform, as in Eq. (12), replacing U(f) with U(f + mFs):

G(f) = U(f − mFs) ∗ W (f) =

∫

∞

−∞

U(φ + mFs)W (f − φ)dφ (16)
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w(t)

g(t) = u(t)·w(t)u(t)

Ts

Fig. 5: Sub-sampling

G(f) =
∞

∑

n=−∞

U
(

f + (m − n)Fs

)

(17)

Since the sum over n runs from −∞ to ∞, we may add an arbitrary integer constant to n without
changing the value of the result, so let’s choose −m. The resulting expression for the spectrum of the
sampled signal is:

G(f) =

∞
∑

n=−∞

U(f − nFs) (18)

which is exactly the same as in Eq. (15), above.

W( f )

U( f )

G( f )

Fs

0 f

0

0

Fig. 6: Spectra with sub-sampling

The spectrum of the sampled signal doesn’t change if the sampled signal is shifted by some integer
times Fs. The practice of sampling a signal at a sampling frequency below the frequencies contained in
the signal is called sub-sampling. Provided the signal bandwidth is less than half the sampling frequency,
it is possible to reconstruct the original signal without loss of information. All the information of the
signal is present in every spectral image. The multiple copying of frequencies in the spectrum of a
sampled signal is known as aliasing.
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Fig. 7: Signal reconstruction by filtering

1.3 Signal reconstruction
To recover the original continuous signal, conceptually, we can filter the sampled signal using a filter
H(f) with a rectangular passband. In Fig. 7, we have chosen the baseband, which is the image im-
mediately around f = 0, so H(f) = 1 for −Fs/2 < f < Fs/2 and zero elsewhere. Filtering is a
multiplication in the frequency domain, and a convolution in the time domain. So, to obtain the expres-
sion for the reconstructed signal ur(t), we first get the inverse Fourier transform of the filter function
H(f) and then convolve that with the expression for the sample sequence:

h(t) = F
−1{H(f)} =

∫

∞

−∞

H(f)ej2πftdf =

∫ Fs/2

−Fs/2
ej2πftdf = Fs

sinπFst

πFst
(19)

ur(t) = g(t) ∗ h(t) (20)

=

∫

∞

−∞

g(τ) · h(t − τ)dτ (21)

=

∫

∞

−∞

∞
∑

n=−∞

u(τ) · δ(τ − nTs) · h(t − τ)dτ (22)

=
∞

∑

n=−∞

u(nTs) · h(t − nTs) (23)

ur(t) =
∞

∑

n=−∞

u(nTs) · Fs
sinπFs(t − nTs)

πFs(t − nTs)
(24)

The form sin(x)/x is the cardinal sine of x. It appears very often in signal processing mathematics
and is written as sinc(x). We can thus reconstruct the signal exactly by summing an infinite series of
sinc functions, weighted and displaced according to each sample. (Fig. 8). This method is attributed to
Kotelnikov [3] and Shannon [6].

It is also possible to reconstruct a signal from one of the other spectral images, thus obtaining a
frequency translation of the signal by some integer multiple of Fs (Fig. 9). This is termed frequency
conversion and is useful in, for example, digital receivers.

Let’s look at this case in some more detail. The reconstruction filter is shifted by just Fs. The filter
is then described by:

H(f) = 1 for Fs < |f | <
3

2
Fs and zero elsewhere. (25)
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Fig. 8: Reconstruction of a continuous signal by summing sinc functions
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Fig. 9: Signal reconstruction from a different spectral image

The inverse Fourier transform of the filter function gives its time-domain representation:

h(t) = F
−1{H(f)} (26)

=

∫

∞

−∞

H(f)ej2πftdf (27)

=

∫ 3

2
Fs

−3

2
Fs

ej2πftdf −

∫ Fs

Fs

ej2πftdf (28)

h(t) = 3Fssinc(3πtFs) − 2Fssinc(2πtFs) (29)

Convolution of Eq. (29) with the time-domain representation of the sampled signal will then yield
the reconstructed function ur(t), which is now centred on Fs rather than on f = 0.

ur(t) = g(t) ∗ h(t) (30)

ur(t) =

∞
∑

n=−∞

u(nTs){3Fssinc
(

3π(t − nTs)Fs

)

− 2Fssinc
(

2π(t − nTs)Fs

)

} (31)

The reconstructed signal consists of the sum of two infinite series of sinc functions, weighted and
displaced according to the successive samples. The resultant waveform is illustrated in Fig. 10.

In practice, signal reconstruction is never done that way. Dirac impulses and filters with rectan-
gular transfer functions are mathematical abstractions, and even if they could be realized to a sufficient
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Fig. 10: Reconstruction with frequency conversion

degree of accuracy, each term of the series would extend far to both the past and the future, which is
clearly impractical. Instead, each sample is held for a full sampling period. At that stage, the recon-
structed signal looks like a staircase approximation of the reconstructed signal (Fig. 11). This sequence
of rectangular steps is then smoothed by filtering it with a polynomial filter.

Filter
(ZOH)

Output signalSamples Zero−Order
Hold

Fig. 11: Signal reconstruction with staircase approximation

The expression for the staircase approximation is:

ur(t) =

∞
∑

n=−∞

g(nTs) · u(t − nTs) (32)

where u(t) is the rectangle function, of unit value for 0 < t < Ts and zero elsewhere (Fig. 12).

0 x

1

Ts

Fig. 12: The rectangle function u(t)

As a consequence of the staircase approximation, the spectrum of the reconstructed signal is dis-
torted, convolved by the spectrum of the rectangular pulses of length Ts:

u(f) = F{u(t)} =

∫

∞

−∞

u(t)e−2jπftdt (33)
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=

∫ Ts

0
e−2jπftdt (34)

= Tse
−jπfTs · sinc(πfTs) (35)

u(f) =
1 − e−j2πfTs

−j2πf
(36)

Since this function drops off slowly in the frequency domain (Fig. 13), frequencies from adjacent
spectral images will leak into the reconstructed signal, so the polynomial filter following it is necessary to
suppress them. Incidentally, this function is also known as the Zero-Order Hold (ZOH), because it holds
its value constant during one sampling period. (The Laplace domain expression of the ZOH is readily
found by substituting s = j2πf in Eq. (36) above.) Higher order hold functions, implementing linear,
parabolic, or even higher order interpolation between adjacent samples exist and offer improved recon-
struction accuracy, albeit with increased delay and a considerable increase in complexity. In practice,
higher order hold functions are never used.

s

ssinc

FN f/F

dB −3.9dB
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Fig. 13: Frequency response of a ZOH

The polynomial filter can be designed to compensate for the sinc(f) response of the staircase ap-
proximation. As an alternative, you may apply the compensation in the digital domain, before the DAC,
and use a simpler flat filter. As a rule, the filter is some compromise between performance, cost, delay
and out-of-band signal rejection. While it is possible to use one of the harmonic bands to reconstruct a
frequency-shifted signal, the frequency response of the ZOH drops off too fast to make this an interesting
option.

1.4 Spectrum of the quantization error
It is clear from Fig. 2 that even though the quantization error is deterministic, it has a spectrum that bears
little relation to u(t), the signal being digitized. It doesn’t yield so easily to analysis though [7][8][9]. A
numerical Fourier transform shows that if the signal is busy enough, and the number of bits great enough,
the quantization noise power (Eq. 5) is basically evenly distributed over the full spectrum from 0 to FN ,
thus appearing as white noise. (Frequencies beyond the Nyquist rate are aliased back into the range
0 to FN and the spectrum repeats every integer multiple of Fs.) Compared to the level of a full-scale
sinusoidal test signal, the noise floor ends up at:

−

(

1.76 + 6.02n + 10 log10

Fs

2

)

dBFS/Hz (37)
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with n the number of bits of the ADC. Usually the noise floor will be determined from a discrete Fourier
transform of a block of samples. It is then more convenient to express the noise floor in dBFS/bin,
because that can be read straight off the plot. Equation (37) is modified accordingly:

−

(

1.76 + 6.02n + 10 log10

N

2

)

dBFS/bin (38)

with N the number of samples over which the Fourier transform is taken. Figure 14 shows such a plot,
the result of an 8 kS long recording of a full-scale sinewave.
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−74dB

10 log =36dB
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Fig. 14: Discrete Fourier transform of 8k samples of ADC data

Unfortunately, the quantization noise does not always appear as white noise. Even for a hypo-
thetical perfect ADC, for simple ratios between Fs and the frequency components of u(t), some of the
quantization noise power concentrates at discrete frequencies to form spurious signals or spurs. Non-
linearities in actual ADCs contribute harmonics of the frequencies in u(t), which look like still more of
these spurs (Fig. 15).

FN

dBFS

12 bit ADC
8k point FFT SFDR
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 0

 0  500  1000  1500  2000  2500  3000  3500  4000

Fig. 15: Spurious components in the spectrum of an ADC

Spurs can be made less objectionable by applying dither, an intentional injection of low-level
additive noise. This will spread out the energy of a spur over a greater frequency range, without seriously
affecting the desired signal. If the spectrum of the dither is chosen so that it does not overlap with the
spectrum of the desired signal, the loss of SNR can be made all but negligible.
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Datasheets for ADCs used in signal processing will specify a number for the Spurious-Free Dy-
namic Range (SFDR) in dBc, which is the ratio in dB between the greatest spur and the applied test
signal, or in dBFS, which is the ratio with respect to a full-scale signal. This is an important specification
for, e.g., digital radio receivers, because a spur may hide or interfere with a weak neighbouring signal.
Manufacturers are careful to avoid the problematic frequency ratios mentioned above when specifying
the performance of their converters. In practice, the SFDR is measured by applying a near full-scale
sinusoid to the ADC and applying a Fourier transform to a recording of a few thousand samples. The
sine wave must be spectrally clean, with harmonics and phase noise below the quantization noise floor.
Even though clean sine waves are the simplest possible test signals, ADCs are getting so good nowadays
that this is by no means easy (Fig. 16). (You may end up measuring the quality of your signal generator
instead.)

FN

dBFS

8k point FFT
12 bit ADC
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 0

 0  500  1000  1500  2000  2500  3000  3500  4000

Fig. 16: The signature of excessive 1/f phase noise

The total power in the quantization noise depends on the number of bits of the converter, as de-
termined previously (Eq. 6). By taking samples faster than required by the Nyquist criterion, the quan-
tization noise is spread over a larger bandwidth. If we then pass the sample stream through a numerical
low-pass filter, the noise beyond the signal bandwidth is removed and the SNR improved (Fig. 17). This

FsF
N

F
N

Fs

Nyquist rate

Quantization
noise

Oversampling
and 
filtering

Filter curve

Removed
noise

Fig. 17: Oversampling improves SNR

is termed oversampling. The improvement is quite modest however: Only 3dB for every doubling of the
sampling rate, or equivalently, one bit for every factor of four increase. For DC inputs and very quiet
ADCs, dither may be necessary to make this work at all. It is possible to do much better, as demonstrated
by Σ-∆ ADCs.
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1.5 Gain and offset errors
The gain error is the ratio between the nominal and the actual full-scale value of the ADC. The offset
error is the difference between the nominal and the actual value at zero input (Fig. 18). Exact ways of
defining these values differ from one manufacturer to another, or from one ADC type to another.

−FS

+FS

input

output

−FS

+FS

input

output

Offset error

Gain error

Fig. 18: Offset and gain error definitions

1.6 Integral and differential non-linearity, SINAD
The Integral Non-Linearity (INL) is measured by comparing a set of measurements distributed over the
whole range of the ADC with the linear regression through all points of the set. (Some manufacturers
specify the deviation with respect to a straight line through the end points. Read the datasheets.) Note
that this measurement ignores gain and offset errors. The measurement setup used is something along the
lines of Fig. 19. The digital comparator will drive a slow analogue integrator to make the output from the
ADC equal to the set value. A precision voltmeter then gives the corresponding ADC input value. For
high-resolution ADCs, the principal difficulty lies in avoiding errors due to thermocouple effects. The

ADC
under test

comparator
Digital

Metrology
grade

voltmeter

Set
value

Measured 
value

Integrator

up/down

Fig. 19: Setup to measure Integral Non-Linearity

shape of the linearity error curve yields information about the expected harmonic distortion products.
For example, a parabolic component will yield a 2nd harmonic. It is customary for manufacturers to
quote the SNR of their products excluding the contribution of the first five harmonics. With all noise,
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Linearity error

Best fit straight line

Measured data

Fig. 20: Integral non-linearity error

harmonics and other spurs included, the performance measure is called SINAD. The abbreviation stands
for SIgnal to Noise And Distortion.

The Differential Non-Linearity (DNL) measures the span of input values over which each possible
digitized value occurs. In other words, it measures the width of each step of the amplitude quantization
function. It is usually measured by histogramming converted values over the full range of the ADC,
using an input signal with a flat (or at least with a known) distribution. This characteristic is important for
ADCs used in closed-loop feedback systems and in spectrography applications. A poor DNL translates
into greater than ideal quantization noise. Linearity errors can get bad enough to result in missing codes,
or non-monotonicity, meaning that the converter output may actually go down for an increase in input
signal at some places.

1.7 Clock jitter
ADCs used in signal processing applications need a stable, clean clock signal. The effects of clock jitter
do not depend on the sampling rate of the ADC, but rather on the rate of change of its input signal. With
reference to Fig. 21, suppose an ADC digitizes an input signal u(t). Let us assume that the sampling

t+   t∆

u(t+   t)∆

t

u(t)

Fig. 21: The effect of clock jitter

clock is in error by an amount ∆t: Then the input sample is off by an amount:

∆U =
du(t)

dt
· ∆t (39)
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Fig. 22: ADC resolution vs. input frequency and clock jitter

This quickly leads to surprisingly stringent demands on the jitter performance of the ADC conver-
sion clock. As a point of example, consider an ADC digitizing a 100 MHz sine, driven by a clock source
with the quite respectable jitter specification of 1 psrms: Its effective resolution would be limited to about
10.5 bits at best (Fig. 22).

In the light of these considerations, it is evident that the clock of high-performance ADCs should
be generated using a high-quality oscillator, mounted close to the ADC and connected to the same ground
plane as the ADC. Due to the finite rise time of the clock waveform, superimposed ground or power
supply noise would deteriorate the jitter specs of an otherwise good clock signal (Fig. 24). By the same
relation as Eq. (39), we can see that only a few millivolts of ground noise on a clock signal with 1 ns rise
and fall times are enough to introduce more than 1 ps of jitter. One way to alleviate this might be to use
a differential clock signal.

ADC

Vnoise

Vclock

Fig. 23: Ground doesn’t have the same poten-
tial throughout

Decision level

Fig. 24: Ground noise affects clock jitter

Some simple rules can be given to get a good clock signal. First, use a good oscillator. RC oscil-
lators or logic gate oscillators, like the one in Fig. 25, have poor performance, with jitter usually worse
than 100 psrms. Colpitts type LC oscillators, as in Fig. 26, are much better, with around 10 psrms of jitter.
A Pierce oscillator, see Fig. 27, with quartz or ceramic resonator can be quite good, with jitter at 1 ps rms
or below. Getting jitter much below 1 ps is an exercise in low-noise electronic design and is an art all by
itself.

It’s all too easy to deteriorate a good clock by simple lack of care. In particular, do not feed the
ADC from a clock taken from or via a nearby DSP or FPGA (Fig. 28), unless re-synchronized using
a flipflop driven by the original, clean clock (Fig. 29). Do not use any remaining logic gates in the
same package that buffers the clock signal for other purposes. Carefully filter the power supply of the
clock signal generation and distribution circuitry. Digital logic usually doesn’t have very good isolation
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Fig. 25: An RC oscillator

V+

shaper
limiter

Fig. 26: A Colpitts oscillator

V+

X shaper
limiter

Fig. 27: A Pierce oscillator

between gates in the same package, nor does it reject any power line noise: It hasn’t been designed with
that purpose in mind, because it usually doesn’t need it. Crosstalk between different sections of a logic
circuit can seriously deteriorate a clock signal. The clock signal should be kept clear of both the analogue
input and the digital outputs of the ADC. Even though the clock is a digital square wave, it should be
treated with all the care that should be given to an analogue signal.

Excellent FPGA

(Noisy)
ADC

source
clock

Fig. 28: Don’t do this!

Very good
clock source

Carefully filtered power supplies

ADC
FF

Q D

FPGA

complicated
logic

Ain

Fig. 29: But if you really must, do it like this

The clock jitter is only a single figure to capture the behaviour of the sampler clock, exactly like
the standard deviation is only a single parameter of a distribution. It tells nothing of the shape of the
distribution, nor does it give any information about the dynamic behaviour.

More generally, timing jitter is the consequence of oscillator phase noise, the collective effects of
various noise sources inherent in their circuitry. Resistors contribute thermal noise and semiconductor
devices add shot noise and 1/f noise. This noise modulates the generated output tone. Thus, its spectrum
acquires sidebands that, for simple oscillators, have a 1/f slope for small offsets from the carrier, and that
are flat farther out (Fig. 30). Synthesized frequency sources can deviate quite strongly from that simple
model. In addition, they may have discrete spurious sidebands in their spectrum. Many manufacturers
of oscillators publish phase noise measurements for their products. These may take the form of actual
phase noise plots, or of specifications along the lines of: “-150 dBc at 100 Hz offset from the carrier”.

ADCs are clocked devices. They do not directly respond to phase variations, but only to variations
in timing of the effective logic threshold. For the sake of the argument, let us assume that the clocking
waveform is a sinusoid and that the significant instants are the positive going zero crossings. That
approximation is quite accurate for high-speed ADCs with differential clock inputs:

V (t) = sin
(

2πFst + ϕ(t)
)

(40)

where ϕ(t) models the random phase variations. Two different zero crossings at, say, times t1 and t2,
about N periods apart, satisfy the conditions

2πFst1 + ϕ(t1) = 0 and 2πFst2 + ϕ(t2) = 2πN (41)
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Fig. 30: Typical single sideband phase noise spectrum

and thus
2πFs(t2 − t1) + ϕ(t2) − ϕ(t1) = 2πN (42)

The time between these instants is an integer number of periods plus a bit of random jitter:

t2 − t1 =
N

Fs
+ ∆t (43)

Substitution of Eq. (43) into Eq. (42) yields

2πFs

(

N

Fs
+ ∆t

)

+ ϕ(t2) − ϕ(t1) = 2πN (44)

and after solving for the random jitter ∆t:

∆t =
1

2πFs

(

ϕ(t1) − ϕ(t2)
)

(45)

The expected value of the variance is obtained by squaring Eq. (45):

〈∆t2〉 =
1

4π2F 2
s

(

〈ϕ(t1)
2〉 − 2〈ϕ(t1)ϕ(t2)〉 + 〈ϕ(t2)

2〉
)

(46)

Both t1 and t2 are affected by the same statistical jitter, so:

〈ϕ(t1)
2〉 = 〈ϕ(t2)

2〉 = 〈ϕ(t)2〉 (47)

The variance of this term is the same, whether regarded in the time or in the frequency domain (Parseval’s
theorem), so, with Sϕ(f) the spectral density of the phase error:

〈ϕ(t)2〉 =

∫

∞

0
Sϕ(f)df (48)

The variance of the middle term of Eq. (46) is obtained by taking the cosine transform:

〈ϕ(t1)ϕ(t2)〉 =

∫

∞

0
Sϕ(f) cos(2πfτ)df (49)
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with τ = t1 − t2. Substituting Eq. (48) and (49) back into Eq. (46) gives:

∆t2 =
2

4π2F 2
s

∫

∞

0
Sϕ(f)

(

1 − cos(2πfτ)
)

df =
4

4π2F 2
s

∫

∞

0
Sϕ(f) sin2(πfτ)df (50)

And finally, the standard deviation of the timing error as a function of the phase noise spectrum becomes:

∆t =
1

πFs

√

∫

∞

0
Sϕ(f) sin2(πfτ)df (51)

with τ the time between the significant instants of the clock waveform, usually equal to 1/Fs. It is
seen that the timing jitter depends on the total energy in the sidebands of the clock signal, weighted so
that noise at small offsets and at offset frequencies near NFs contribute little to the total jitter [10]. In
practice, the integration interval is constrained by the measurement time for the lower bound, and by the
bandwidth of the ADC’s sampler for the upper bound. Finally, the phase noise is often specified as single
sideband phase noise, denoted Lϕ(f). Normally, the phase noise spectrum above and below the carrier
is uncorrelated, but has equal power density, so that Sϕ(f) = 2Lϕ(f).

2 Converter architectures
There are many different ways of constructing analogue to digital converters, and for some architectures,
there are hundreds of different ADC implementations on the market. Technology constantly evolves,
yielding ever higher performance and deeper integration. Each has its own peculiarities and strengths
and depending on the application, some type or architecture may be preferable over another.

In Table 1, the main architectures, with their typical application domains and ballpark specifica-
tions, are outlined. In the paragraphs following, we will give an overview of the most prevalent archi-
tectures in existence, with some selected specific models of each. For some architectures, the choice
available is so overwhelmingly large that there is no hope of giving a comprehensive overview.

Table 1: Some converter architectures

Architecture Speed Resolution Linearity Applications

Flash Very fast (GS/s) Poor (8 bits) Poor
Oscilloscopes, transient
recorders

Successive approx-
imation

Fast (MS/s) Fair (14 bits) Fair
DSP, digital receivers,
instrumentation

Σ − ∆ Slow (kS/s) Excellent (24 bits) Excellent
Process control, audio,
weight, pressure,
temperature measurement

Dual slope integra-
tion

very slow (S/s) Very good (18 bits) Very good
Bench-top and hand-held
measuring instruments,
battery powered devices

Converters exist that combine some aspects of different architectures. For example, flash and suc-
cessive approximation (SA) can be combined to yield better resolution than pure flash, at a higher speed
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than pure SA. Besides the main architectures mentioned in Table 1, several less commonly used ADC
types exist, for example: Voltage-to-frequency converters, Wilkinson converters, tracking converters, etc.

Many converters nowadays use switched-capacitor technology internally. Since charge stored on
capacitors leaks away over time, this implies that such ADCs not only have a maximum conversion rate,
but a minimum conversion rate as well. Moreover, changing the conversion rate of such ADCs on the fly
may result in transient distortion effects. These phenomena do not usually appear in the data sheets.

Increasingly, one finds converters that are complete data acquisition subsystems, with many con-
figuration options programmed by setting internal registers. Such ADCs cannot be used without some
sort of processor or microcontroller to set all configuration registers.

2.1 Flash ADCs

Vref

Vin

R/2 R R R R R R R/2

Output

D0

D1

D2

Encoder

Strobe

Fig. 31: Principle of a flash ADC

This is the fastest ADC architecture in existence. An n-bit flash ADC has 2n − 1 comparators,
simultaneously comparing the input signal with the potential on as many taps of a resistor chain divider
(Fig. 31). A logic encoder circuit takes the output of the comparators and turns it into a binary code. The
converter is very fast: Its conversion time is basically the delay of the comparators plus that of the logic
circuits, which added together can be under a nanosecond. The disadvantage is that for every bit extra,
the number of comparators roughly doubles, which quickly gets out of hand. The input capacitance goes
up linearly with the number of comparators, which quickly leads to unreasonable demands on the driving
amplifier. Flash converters commonly have 8 bits, but up to 10 bits is possible.

Due to different offsets in individual comparators, the DNL of this kind of ADC is often rather
poor. The converter may even be non-monotonous or have missing codes. Differences in switching
speed between the comparators may cause transient sparkle values to appear at the outputs. Moreover,
a comparator’s switching speed depends on the magnitude of the difference signal it sees. At least one
comparator sees a very small difference and therefore, it will be comparatively slow to settle. (There
is even an infinitesimal chance that it won’t settle at all, so called metastability.) Flash converters are
often clocked or strobed to hide transient codes. For high input frequencies, the dynamic performance
of the ADC may be much improved by preceding it with a Sample-and-Hold Amplifier (SHA), timed in
such a way that the input signal is kept steady while conversion takes place. Flash converters find use in
oscilloscopes and transient digitizers.

The digital interface of flash ADCs is sometimes de-multiplexed to reduce the necessary transfer
rate on the digital buses. Differential signalling is used extensively, both for analogue and digital signals.
The chip always has multiple ground and power supply connections. Thus, even though a flash ADC
may digitize to only eight bits, it is usually housed in packages with over a hundred pins. The power
consumption of high-performance flash converters is quite high, often exceeding 1 W.
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Table 2: Some flash converters

Type Bits Rate INL DNL P Interface
ADC081500 8 1.5 GS/s 0.3 LSB 0.15 LSB 1.2 W LVDS
MAX104 8 1 GS/s 0.25 LSB 0.25 LSB 5.25 W diff PECL

2.2 Successive approximation ADCs
A very common and popular architecture is the successive approximation ADC (Fig. 32). It starts a
conversion by first comparing the half scale value with the input. If the input is greater, the corresponding
bit is set; If not, it is cleared. This operation is then repeated with successively smaller increments until
the required precision is reached, at which time the conversion is complete.

Iin

Successive approximation
register

DAC

Comparator

Clock
Start

D0 D7

R

Input

RDY

IDAC

Digital
outputs

Fig. 32: Principle of a successive approximation ADC

The analogue input bandwidth of SAR ADCs often well exceeds the Nyquist frequency. This can
be useful in undersampling applications, like in digital receivers, but it makes the use of an anti-alias filter
mandatory. It’s important to keep the input value steady while conversion is going on. Most converters
nowadays have a built-in hold circuit. A SHA should be used if this isn’t the case and if the input signal
can vary during conversion. Even if the converter has its own hold circuit, if undersampling is used,
performance may still benefit from a wide-band sample-and-hold preceding the ADC.

The digital interface of SAR ADCs is usually parallel, but lately a lot of serial interface devices
have appeared on the market. These are handy for use with small microcontrollers and are available in
tiny packages with surprisingly few pins.

The DNL of this type of ADC can be notably poor, sometimes to the point that certain output
values never occur: So called missing codes. SAR converters can never be non-monotonous. If you care
about DNL, such as when performing spectrography, avoid using successive approximation ADCs.

Table 3: Some successive approximation converters

Type Bits Conv. rate BW SFDR INL DNL Notes
AD7476 12 1 MS/s 6.5 MHz 80 dB 1 LSB 0.75 LSB 6-lead SOT23
LTC2356 14 3.5 MS/s 50 MHz 86 dB 0.5 LSB 0.4 LSB 10-lead MSOP
LTC1279 12 600 kS/s 5 MHz 82 dB 1 LSB 1 LSB SOL-24
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2.3 Pipeline converters
These may be regarded as a combination of flash and successive approximation. They are sometimes
also referred to as segmented or sub-ranging ADCs. At each clock pulse, the input value is digitized by
a coarse first stage flash ADC. This first stage may have just three or four bits of resolution. The coarse
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Fig. 33: Architecture of a pipelined ADC

approximation is subtracted from the original input and the residue is converted by the next flash stage
on the next clock tick. This may be repeated one or two more times to reach the desired resolution. The
partial conversion results are combined using logic circuits. Each converter stage usually spans a little
more than the ideal residue of the preceding stage so that a converter as the one in Fig. 33, with one
4-bit stage and two 5-bit stages, may finally deliver an overall result of only 12 bits. This is done to
accommodate linearity errors in the sub-sections (Fig. 34).

Normal range 
of residue
converter

converter
of residue
Required range

Residue with
a real
preceding stage
converter

converter

a perfect
Residue with

Increasing input value

preceding stage

Fig. 34: The effect of imperfect sub-converter linearity

The ADC delivers one output value every clock cycle, but each such value refers to the input level
of several clock cycles previous (Fig. 35). This may be important if the ADC is part of a closed-loop
feedback system, or if it is multiplexed across several input signals. These ADCs are used in fast signal
processing applications like digital radio, radar and medical ultrasound.

2.4 Σ-∆ ADCs
This architecture is very popular for audio converters and high resolution, low speed measurement ap-
plications such as weighing scales and pressure gauges. It is simple and undemanding with respect to
precision of components, but it requires a lot of digital post-processing, lending itself well to low-cost
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Fig. 35: Pipelined ADCs have several clock periods of latency

Table 4: Some pipelined converters

Type Bits Conv. rate BW SFDR INL DNL
AD872 12 10 MS/s 35 MHz 75 dB 1.75 LSB 0.5 LSB
AD9432 12 105 MS/s 500 MHz 80 dB 0.5 LSB 0.25 LSB
LTC2255 14 125 MS/s 640 MHz 88 dB 1 LSB 0.5 LSB
LTC2242 12 250 MS/s 1.2 GHz 78 dB 1 LSB 0.4 LSB
ADS5232 12 65 MS/s 300 MHz 85 dB 0.4 LSB 0.3 LSB
TDA9910 12 80 MS/s 370 MHz 70 dB 2 LSB 0.6 LSB

CMOS IC implementation. It is characterized by excellent linearity and resolution, but has low conver-
sion rate and high latency.
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Vin

Fig. 36: Principle of a 1st order Σ-∆ ADC

Its principle is shown in Fig. 36. The output of an integrator is sampled by a strobed comparator
which effectively operates as a single-bit A-to-D converter. The integrator continuously integrates the
difference between the input and the comparator output. The output is a sequence of pulses with the
average width representing the value of the input. The clock rate is normally many times higher than the
Nyquist rate. The feedback loop, comprising the integrator and comparator is called a Σ-∆ modulator.
A digital low-pass filter calculates the average over a number of samples, trading sampling speed for
resolution, producing a multiple-bit sample stream at a fraction of the clock rate. This reduction of
sampling rate is called decimation.

With some stretch of the imagination [11], this converter can be modelled as a linear feedback
system, with the quantization due to the comparator considered as an independent source of random
uncorrelated noise (Fig. 37). Examination of the dynamic performance learns that the input signal X is
subjected to a low-pass response (Fig. 38).

Y

X
=

1

s + 1
(52)
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Fig. 37: Block diagram of a 1st order Σ-∆ ADC

The transfer function from the point of view of the sampling noise Q is a high-pass:

Y

Q
=

s

s + 1
(53)

Y
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Fig. 38: Noise shaping for a 1st order Σ-∆ ADC

With a suitable choice of sampling frequency and integrator time constant, the larger part of the
quantization noise is beyond the bandwidth of interest and removed by the decimation filter. The com-
bined response of the Σ-∆ modulator and the decimation filter affords 9 dB of resolution improvement
per octave of oversampling ratio: 6 dB for the modulator and 3 dB for the filter. The low-pass response
with respect to the input signal and the high oversampling ratio ease the requirements put on the anti-
aliasing filter, sometimes to the point of making it superfluous altogether.

The performance of Σ-∆ ADCs can be significantly improved by using higher order modulator
loops and/or multi-bit quantizers (Fig. 39). However, ensuring stability of higher order modulators after
an input overload event becomes problematic.
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Fig. 39: Block diagram of a 2nd order Σ-∆ ADC

The decimation filter is usually implemented as a FIR filter with several tens, or even up to a few
thousand, taps. Because of the long latency of such filters, this architecture is less suitable for use in
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feedback systems or in applications where many different signals are multiplexed into a single converter.
Some converters have programmable filters, sometimes combining IIR and FIR filters, to trade settling
time against resolution according to the needs of the application.

Σ-∆ converters designed for instrumentation are usually DC-accurate. Some have integrated sig-
nal conditioning amplifiers, e.g., the AD7799 has a built-in instrumentation amplifier (as well as pro-
grammable conversion rate and filter bandwidth, and several other fancy features). Those used for audio
signal processing have good dynamic properties, but usually very poor gain and zero error specifications.

Table 5: Some Σ-∆ converters

Type Bits Sampling rate Delay Decimation Notes
ADS1610 16 60 MS/s 3 µs 6 Instrumentation
AD1871 24 6.1 MS/s 460 µs 64 Audio
AD7400 16 10 MS/s NA NA Σ-∆ mod. (isolated)
AD7799 24 4.17 S/s 240 ms 15 k Instrumentation
LTC2400 24 154 kS/s 160 ms 256 Instrumentation

2.5 Dual-slope integration
This architecture offers good resolution and linearity, combined with low power consumption, but is
usually limited to low conversion rates (tens of conversions per second). It is very tolerant of component
value drift and lends itself well to integration on low-cost semiconductor processes. It is often used in
measurement instruments like volt-meters and weighing scales. It is available in monolithic ICs contain-
ing not only the converter, but also auto-calibration and auto-ranging circuitry and even display driver
logic. This technology has lost a lot of ground in favour of Σ-∆ converters.
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Comparator
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Timing

Timing

Timing

Fig. 40: Schematic of a dual-slope ADC

Its operation has two phases: In the first, a current proportional to the input signal is integrated onto
a capacitor for a fixed number of clock periods. Then, a constant current Iref is used to linearly discharge
the capacitor, while at the same time incrementing a digital counter at the same clock rate. The counter is
stopped when the capacitor voltage reaches zero. The counter then holds the digital representation of the
input value. It is clear that the exact value of the capacitor is of no importance (but beware of dielectric
absorbtion effects), and nor is the exact clock frequency. Often, the duration of the charging phase is
chosen to be an integer number of mains power periods, in order to reject power line interference. The
integral over one period of mains interference is usually zero.

Variants of this architecture are used in high-energy physics to measure charge from photo-multipliers
or wire chamber detectors, in which case they are referred to as “Wilkinson run-down ADCs”. Another
variant implements a time-to-digital converter, by gating a constant current into the capacitor between a
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Fig. 41: Operation of a dual-slope ADC

START and a STOP pulse input during the first phase. This method easily yields timing resolution in the
picosecond domain well beyond the reach of direct counting logic.

Table 6: Some dual-slope converters

Type Resolution Conversion rate Linearity Notes
ICL7106 3 1

2 digits 3 S/s 10−4 LCD display driver
TC7109 12 bits 30 S/s 5 · 10−5 µC compatible
ALD500 5 1

2 digits 2 S/s 4 · 10−5 No counters
MQT300 18 bits 10 µs 10−5 Wilkinson

2.6 Voltage to Frequency converters
This is an very cheap and simple converter, yet it can deliver excellent linearity (10−4 ballpark). Its
output signal, square pulses at a rate proportional to the input voltage, can very easily be sent over long
distances with little risk of corruption. A simple counter can be used to acquire the signal. It’s very
easy to make integrating measurements: Just don’t reset the counter. Converting the signal back into
an analogue voltage is also very simple: A low-pass filter will often do. These properties make it very
interesting for remote measurement in industrial process control applications, e.g., in oil refineries and
other large chemical plants. It is used in energy meters, flow meters, fuel gauges and speed measurement.

comparator

Ri
Ci

Cf

−Vref

V in

Fout

Fig. 42: Principle of a voltage to frequency converter

Referring to Fig. 42, its operation can be easily understood. The input voltage is integrated on the
input capacitor Ci. Every time the voltage on Ci goes positive, the comparator discharges the feedback
capacitor Cf into the input, thus removing a fixed amount of charge from Ci and taking its potential
negative again. Immediately after, Cf is once more connected to the (negative) reference and charged up
with a new fixed amount of charge. The rate at which this repeats depends linearly on the value of the
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input voltage. Note that as long that Ci � Cf , the exact value of Ci does not matter. To first order, the
circuit’s conversion constant is:

Fout

Vin
=

1

RiVrefCf
(54)

Table 7: Some V to F converters

Type Range Linearity Fmax

LM331 1 kHz/V 0.003% 10 kHz
AD537 1 mA 0.25% 150 kHz
AD7740 2.5 V 1 %/kHz 500 kHz Synchronous
XR4151 1 kHz/V 0.05% 10 kHz
VFC110 400 µA 0.02% 4 MHz

2.7 Other architectures
Some physical quantities lend themselves well to particular conversion techniques. Linear or rotational
movement or displacement can be converted into digital format using coding rulers or disks (Fig. 43).
Gray code patterns are used to avoid glitches due to multiple simultaneous bit transitions. Proximity
detectors, optical or Hall effect detectors can detect the passage of gear teeth to measure speed or position
in vehicles and machinery.

Fig. 43: A gray-coded resolver disc as used
in angular sensors

out

in

Fig. 44: A-law compression curve used for voice com-
munication converters

There have been attempts to create floating point format ADCs, such as MicroNetworks’ MN5420.
While the idea seems attractive, none of these were particularly successful commercially.

For voice communication, ADCs have been designed with non-uniform quantization functions,
with decreasing step sizes near zero (Fig. 44). This was done to improve the SNR for small signals,
common in speech. Nowadays, these are advantageously replaced by ordinary linear Σ-∆ converters,
followed by dynamic range compression in the digital domain.

3 Digital to analogue converters
There exist many different DACs of varying architectures. Some are optimized for instrumentation
applications, requiring good DC accuracy. Others may be optimized for the generation of RF signals,
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and the emphasis there lies on speed and the lowest possible spurious and harmonic components. Audio
DACs are optimized for cost and distortion.

Table 8: Some D to A converter architectures

Architecture Properties
Kelvin-Varley divider Very accurate, monotonous.
Thermometer DAC Monotonous. Limited number of bits.
Binary weighted ladder Very common, but subject to glitches.
R-2R ladder Widely used. Not very power efficient.
Σ − ∆ Linear, accurate, but complex.

A Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC) produces a staircase approximation of the desired signal.
As demonstrated in section 1.3, this signal must be filtered to remove the out-of-band energy.

In addition to the aliases of the desired signal, a DAC output also contains harmonics, due to the
INL of the DAC, and spurious signals that may have multiple origins. Note that harmonics above the
Nyquist rate also have aliases, so the spectrum of a DAC output can look positively busy. If an alias of a
harmonic falls within the desired signal bandwidth, it will be a source of trouble. It is impossible to filter
this out! Careful frequency planning is used to avoid these pitfalls.

The quality of the DAC clock is just as important as it is for ADCs. The DAC output signal is
convolved with the spectrum of the clock source.

Many DACs have an internal fixed full-scale reference voltage. Some can be used with an ex-
ternally applied reference and a few will even accept reference voltages of either polarity and with a
reasonable bandwidth. These are called multiplying DACs and can be very useful in certain applica-
tions.

3.1 The Kelvin-Varley divider
The grandfather of all DACs is perhaps the Kelvin-Varley Divider (KVD), which, despite its age, is
still one of the most accurate D-to-A converters in existence. It is still used in metrology applications.
Its basic building block is a divider made of a string of carefully matched resistors (Fig. 45). It is
guaranteed to be monotonic. The two switches selecting the taps always move together. This keeps the
total resistance between the end points constant. KVDs are available with up to 7 decades of resolution.
The output impedance of a KVD depends on the selected output value, and thus is accurate only at zero
current. It can therefore only be used in either nulling bridge measurements, or buffered with a high
input impedance precision amplifier. KVD-like structures find use as subsections of segmented DACs.

Considering that commercially available, manually switched KVDs are basically nothing more
than resistors and switches, they may seem surprisingly expensive. However, they are precision instru-
ments, targeted at calibration and standards laboratories.

Table 9: Kelvin-Varley dividers

Type Input resistance Resolution Accuracy Notes
KVD720A 100 kΩ 10−7 10−7 Precision, metrology
GR1455A 10 kΩ 10−4 1.5 · 10−4 Routine lab use
DAC081S101 NA 8 bits 7 · 10−4 String DAC
DAC5571 NA 8 bits 0.5 LSB String DAC
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Fig. 45: The Kelvin-Varley divider

3.2 The binary-weighted ladder DAC
This very simple DAC architecture adds together the currents flowing through a set of resistors dimen-
sioned such that each differs by a factor of two from its immediate neighbours. The device as depicted in
Fig. 46 (albeit with 8 bits and an additional single-transistor output buffer amplifier) was used by Hybrid
Systems as a half-serious give-away promotional item at an exposition in the 1970s, but it proved so
popular that it is still available today as the DAC371-8. In the schematic as drawn, the currents are set
with resistors and the switches are diodes. The output should feed a zero impedance point, like the virtual
signal ground at the negative input of an operational amplifier buffer. In more serious implementations
of this principle, current sources and transistor differential switches may be used, and the output voltage
may be allowed to vary.

8R 4R 2R R

LSB MSB

Vref

Iout

Fig. 46: Binary weighted DAC

Both current output and voltage output variants are possible. The figure is an example of the
former. Current output DACs have only a limited compliance, i.e., they can deliver their nominal current
over only a limited range of output voltage, often not even 500 mV. Amplifiers are then needed to bring
up the signal to a useful level. The total capacitance of the internal current switches is often enough to
push the amplifier into instability unless extra frequency compensation is used.
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The wide range of resistor values required make this architecture less suitable for integration. The
different currents in the switches affect the switching speeds, leading to glitches in the output. This
architecture is not inherently monotonic.

Table 10: Some binary weighted DACs

Type Bits Update rate Settling time glitch Application
THS5641A 8 100 MHz 35 ns 5 pVs Video, communication
TLC5602 8 30 MHz 30 ns - Video

3.3 The R-2R ladder
This very common architecture uses only two different resistor values, and all the switches conduct the
same current, thus correcting two of the deficiencies of the binary-weighted ladder. Its disadvantage is
that only a fraction of the current of each stage contributes to the output, making it less attractive for
low-power applications. Otherwise this architecture is very similar to the binary-weighted ladder. It is
not inherently monotonic.
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MSBLSB

Vref
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Fig. 47: R-2R ladder DAC

Table 11: Some R-2R DACs

Type Bits Update rate Settling time glitch Notes
AD5445 12 20.4 MHz 80 ns 2 nVs Multiplying DAC
LTC7545 12 9 MHz 1 µs 2 nVs 4Q multiplying DAC
MAX7524 8 6 MHz 400 ns - CMOS multiplying DAC

3.4 Thermometer DAC
This architecture is most often used as a sub-circuit in segmented DACs. (See below.) For N bits, it uses
2N identical current sources, with digital decoder logic to switch on the appropriate number of sources.
To remain practical, the number of bits is limited. It is inherently monotonic and glitch-free.

3.5 Segmented DACs
Segmented DACs combine several architectures in an attempt to strike a balance between speed, power
consumption, distortion, glitch energy and maybe other considerations. Most high-performance DACs,
such as those used in communication equipment and signal generators use some variant of this architec-
ture. Fig. 49 shows an example that combines a Kelvin-Varley first stage with an R-2R ladder secondary
stage. A few bits of the applied digital input are used to select the KVD tap, and the remaining bits con-
trol the switches of the R-2R section. Other combinations implying binary-weighted and thermometer
DAC sections are also encountered.
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Fig. 49: A segmented DAC

Table 12: Some segmented DACs

Type Bits Update rate Settling time SFDR Notes
AD9753 12 300 MS/s 11 ns 69 dB Communication
AD9735 12 1.2 GS/s 1 ns 75 dB Communication
LTC1591 14 9 MS/s 1 µs 94 dB 4Q multiplying DAC
TDA9935 14 80 MS/s - 73 dB Dual, communication

3.6 Pulse width modulation
This is a very simple and cheap method that finds application in motor controllers, audio amplifiers (class-
D) and single-chip micro controllers. The duty cycle of a fixed amplitude square pulse is varied according
to the desired output level. A low-pass filter averages the sequence of pulses into a smooth output signal.
The architecture is inherently linear. In power applications, such as portable audio amplifiers and motor
controllers, its excellent power efficiency is a decisive advantage.

3.7 Σ-∆ DACs
This architecture is similar in its general idea to the PWM DAC, but much more sophisticated in its
execution. At the same sample rate, its resolution comfortably surpasses that of the PWM DAC. A fully
digital implementation of a Σ-∆ modulator produces a train of output pulses with an average on-off ratio
proportional to the desired output value. The pulse rate is many times higher than the maximum signal
frequency. A low-pass filter smooths the pulses into a continuous output signal. Like for Σ-∆ ADCs,
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Fig. 50: Pulse width modulation DAC

the modulator may be of higher order, and the single-bit internal DAC may be replaced by a multi-level
device.
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Fig. 51: Architecture of a 1st order Σ-∆ DAC

This architecture is relatively recent, because of the complexity of the digital Σ-∆ modulator. It
is inherently linear and monotonic and can be built with excellent resolution. It finds use in instrumen-
tation and audio equipment. It is available as a logic design file (IP, Intellectual Property) that can be
programmed into FPGAs, leaving the designer only the burden of designing the output stage and filter.
The principle can also be applied to extend the resolution of ordinary DACs.

Table 13: Some Σ-∆ D-to-A converters

Type Bits Rate SNR
AD1955 24 192 kS/s 120 dB Audio
MAX5556 16 50 kS/s 86 dB Audio
CWda30 ≤24 NA Variable IP core

3.8 DAC ailments
DACs suffer from basically the same imperfections as ADCs regarding linearity and harmonic distortion,
leading to spurs, harmonics of the signal and clock feedthrough artefacts in the spectrum of the output
signal. However, where an ADC would have missing codes, a DAC would be non-monotonous. DACs
used in closed-loop feedback systems should be monotonous, or the loop might hang on such imper-
fections. At some points in its transfer function, DACs may generate glitches, where the output value
briefly departs from the vicinity of the final output value, even for small changes in the digital input.
These typically occur when many input bits change value simultaneously. Manufacturers will usually
specify the importance of these glitches in units of volt·seconds, improperly referred to as glitch energy.
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4 Signal integrity
This is a whole subject by itself and cannot possibly be properly dealt with in just a few pages. We’ll
merely give an overview. For more detailed treatment, refer to the literature [12][13]. First some gen-
eralities: We distinguish between noise, which is an inherent property of the circuit components, and
interference, which comes from elsewhere. Noise may be present on the input signal as an inherent
property of the input transducer, or generated by components in the circuit itself. The term noise is in
practice often used for what is actually interference.

Examples of noise are the shot noise from a photodiode or the thermal noise of resistors. Examples
of interference may be mains hum, power supply noise or radio frequency leakage.

Interference is hard to deal with because it is usually determined by undesirable, parasitic circuit
’components’ that do not appear explicitly in any schematic diagram, and that are usually neglected.
Most often, it involves inductance and resistance of solid conductors, which are usually thought of as
having the same potential throughout, or capacitive and inductive coupling between parts of the circuit
that have no explicit components connecting them. This makes identifying the causes of interference
difficult and requires a fair idea of the location and importance of these parasitic components.

On top of that, there is usually no catch-all solution that will fix all problems completely. Reducing
one particular source of interference may aggravate another. Compromises must sometimes be made.
However, in all but the most obstinate cases, an acceptable solution can usually be found.

There are three main coupling mechanisms by which interfering signals can get into a circuit:
Common impedance coupling: This is probably the most frequent cause of interference in any elec-

tronic circuitry. Conductors, wires or printed circuit board (PCB) traces have a finite non-zero
impedance, both inductive and resistive. If two distinct circuits share a piece of wire or PCB trace,
here modelled as Zp (Fig. 52), the current flowing in one circuit will cause some fraction of its
signal to be superimposed on the other. To reduce this effect, common current return paths should
be generously dimensioned, to minimize Zp. Bear in mind that the inductive part of Zp is often
dominant. On PCBs, this leads to using full-surface ground planes. Alternatively, you may con-
sider giving some or all circuits their own individual return path to some common point (Fig. 53).
Taken to the extreme, this results in a star topology. This latter strategy is most appropriate to
low-frequency circuits.

+

Circuit 1 Circuit 2

Z p

V

Fig. 52: Common impedance coupling

+

Circuit 1 Circuit 2

V

Z p

Fig. 53: Using a star layout to reduce common
impedance coupling

Inductive coupling: If any closed loop is traversed by a changing magnetic flux, a voltage and/or current
will be induced in that loop. Conversely, any loop carrying a current produces a flux (Fig. 54).
Keep loop areas small, use twisted pair wires or coax cable, and put continuous, uninterrupted
ground planes under PCB tracks. Keep direct and return paths close together. Keep loops with
high dI/dt well away from loops that carry sensitive low-level signals. Consider using differential
signalling. Decoupling capacitors also serve to confine fast changing currents to small loops.
Magnetic shielding is rarely practical, but at high frequencies, a simple conductive shield may be
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Fig. 55: Capacitive coupling and shielding

Capacitive coupling: Changing electric fields will also induce currents in nearby conductors (Fig. 55),
effectively forming a parasitic capacitance Cp between them. This current produces a voltage
Vp across victim impedance Z. Keep nodes with rapidly changing voltages compact. Keep high
impedance nodes far away from the first kind. If possible, reduce the dE/dt of aggressor nodes and
lower the impedance of victim nodes. Put grounded shields (coax, again) or guard tracks between
them (So called Faraday shields), so that the parasitic current Ip flows on the shield rather than
through the victim impedance.

4.1 Input signal conditioning
Many considerations guide the design of input signal conditioning circuitry. This circuitry should adapt
the input signal to the ADC input, filter, scale and offset it if needed, protect against out-of-bound in-
puts, reject common mode interference, etc. Many circuit topologies exist to deal with each of these
requirements. Manufacturers will usually recommend some conditioning circuits with suitable device
type numbers and component values.

R f

R i

sample

input

ADC

Fig. 56: Simple signal buffer

A simple amplifier can buffer and possibly scale the signal to the ADC, presenting a high impedance
to the signal source and a stiff source to the ADC (Fig. 56). A low-pass RC circuit isolates the ampli-
fier from the capacitive ADC input and absorbs sampler kick-back. The amplifier may actually be an
instrumentation amplifier (Fig. 57), in cases where considerable gain is required to reveal a small useful
signal riding on a large common-mode voltage. This arrangement is good for low-frequency signals, as
produced by, e.g., Wheatstone bridge-like temperature or force transducers.

Recent ADCs often have differential inputs in order to retain a reasonable dynamic range in spite of
ever lower supply voltages. A pair of operational amplifiers can be used to convert a single-ended signal
into a differential one (Fig. 58). A number of manufacturers produce monolithic differential amplifiers,
which have both differential inputs and outputs for this sort of application. (E.g., the Analog Devices
ADA4937)
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Fig. 58: Converting a single-ended signal to differential

High input impedance is not always desirable, as it is more susceptible to interference and requires
shielding. For higher frequencies, inputs are usually terminated, in order to avoid reflecting signal back
to the source. Termination consists of a resistor, of value equal to the characteristic impedance of the
cable, across the input terminals. The frequency at which termination becomes necessary depends on the
length of the cable between the signal source and the ADC.

For higher frequency signals, the single-ended to differential conversion can be obtained using
baluns (Fig. 59) or transformers (Fig. 60). Even if the input signal is already differential, it may be
beneficial to use a balun or transformer in order to reject common-mode interference. A transformer will
not pass DC and low-frequency signals, whereas a balun will. Concerning common-mode rejection, a
balun is poor at low frequencies, but it works very well at high frequencies. For the transformer, it’s the
reverse (due to unavoidable capacitive coupling between the windings). Both may be designed to match
the input signal amplitude to best fit it into the ADC input range.

ADC

V+

V−

Rt

Fig. 59: Using a balun for single-ended to dif-
ferential conversion

ADC

V+

V−

Rt

Fig. 60: Using a transformer for single-ended
to differential conversion
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4.2 Ground pins
Precision or high-speed ADCs have separate pins labelled AGND and DGND. Despite what is often
believed, this does not mean that these pins should be connected to separate ground planes. In fact,
AGND is the reference zero level for the analogue part of the chip and DGND is the pin that carries
the return current from the digital in- and outputs. These pins are brought out separately in order to
reduce common impedance coupling between the analogue and digital sections of the chip. Both should
normally be connected to the same solid ground plane.

The often seen advice of splitting the ground plane in a digital and an analogue section, with a
single link connecting them under the ADC, is not very practical. If both ground planes will also be tied
together at the power supply, this creates a loop with unknown geometry, inviting interference. Another
loop may be formed by the screens of the cables carrying the input signal from the –probably grounded–
source to the ADC. Also, all digital signal return current from the ADC itself must flow through this
link, and the plane potentials will jump up and down with repsect to eachother in the rythm of the digital
transfers. And where should the link go when your gadget has several ADCs and DACs?

A much better way is to use a single uninterrupted ground plane, and to route digital signals so
that their return currents do not find their way into the analogue sections. The unavoidable differences in
ground potential between the acquisition system and the signal source should be dealt with in the signal
conditioning at the ADC input, for example, using differential amplifiers, baluns or transformers.

The digital signals of the ADC itself are an important source of noise in any case. The layout
should carefully keep digital, clock and analogue signals apart. For differential signals, pay attention to
symmetry. Digital outputs should drive as light a load as possible. This will reduce the intensity of the
return currents. Never connect an ADC to long shared bus lines. Always connect it to a buffer first, using
the shortest possible connections, and then connect the buffer outputs to the bus instead. It may be useful
to insert small-valued series resistors (≈ 50 Ω) in the data lines between the ADC and the buffer to limit
transient digital signal currents.

5 Conclusion
The digital revolution has afforded signal treatment with high fidelity. Analogue signals are increasingly
to be found only at the very ends of the signal processing chain, the intent seemingly being to eliminate
any remaining analogue hardware altogether. There are a huge number of different A-to-D and D-to-A
converters, with properties tailored to a variety of applications. Many manufacturers compete for a share
of the market. The rate of development is furious, with many new, faster and better converters appearing
on the market every year.

Appendices
A Decibels
Signal levels in electronics, and also in control system theory, are often specified in decibels (dB). In
fact, the dB is a value that relates a given level to some specified or implied reference. The definition in
terms of power levels is:

dB = 10 · log10
P

Pr
(A.1)

Since the amplitude of a signal is proportional to the square root of its power, the definition in terms of
amplitude is:

dB = 20 · log10

A

Ar
(A.2)

Implied is the assumption that both signals are working into the same resistance. This is usually,
but not systematically, adhered to by RF specialists, and totally ignored by control system engineers.
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Often, some reference level is specified by one or more trailing symbols. For example, the ratio
of a signal with respect to 1 mW is given in dBm. Other forms that appear frequently are dBV or dBµV,
meaning dB with respect to a signal with RMS value 1 V, respectively 1 µV. Also often encountered
are dBc, meaning decibels with respect to the level of a carrier signal, or dBFS, meaning decibels with
respect to a full-scale signal.

Even though the dB is one tenth of something called a bel, it is never used with other SI multiplier
prefixes.
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